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NEW PRODUCTS 2016

Mike Mangini
Dream Theater

“It is balanced, it is powerful. It is the 

Wicked Piston!”
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Mike Mangini’s new unique design starts out at .580” in the grip and 
increases slightly towards the middle of the stick until it reaches .620” and 
then tapers back down to an acorn tip. Mike’s reason for this design is so 
that the stick has a slightly added front weight for a solid, consistent “throw” 
and transient sound. With the extra length, you can adjust how much front 
weight you’re implementing by slightly moving your fulcrum point up or 
down on the stick. You’ll also get a fat sounding rimshot crack from the 
added front weighted taper.

L. 16 3/4" • 42.55cm | D .580" • 1.47cm
UPC 641652478016 List $18.99
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Our linen based Grip Tape is durable, 
absorbent and dries quickly, while offering a 
very comfortable grip. Available in Black, Blue, 
Pink, Red, White and Yellow and is re-usable. 
Each package contains 4 grips to wrap 2 
pairs of sticks. Each grip contains 2 end 
tapes for extra security on the stick.

Black - VGTB   UPC 641652603012  List $13.95
Blue - VGTBL   UPC 641652568014  List $13.95
Pink - VGTP   UPC 641652570017  List $13.95
Red - VGTR   UPC 641652602015  List $13.95
White - VGTW   UPC 641652604019  List $13.95
Yellow - VGTY   UPC 641652569011  List $13.95

Grip Tape

A grip enhancing rosin powder that 
absorbs moisture and provides added 
control of your drumsticks while 
performing in humid and sweaty 
conditions. Gently “clap” your hands on 
the Tacky Sack to apply rosin powder 
to your palms. Cord included to hang 
Tacky Sack from your snare drum, stick 
bag, hardware etc.

VTS   UPC 641652479013 List $19.95
Tacky Sack

Comfortable size for kids’ hands. 7 ¾” in 
length. Made in the USA from American 
Hickory for durability. Great way to get 
kids to play along and have fun making 
music.

VHKC   UPC 641652509017  List $9.99
Kids Clave

7 ¾” in length. Made from American 
Hickory for durability. Scrape along 
ridged stick or tap together.

VRSH   UPC 641652512017  List $15.99
Rhythm Sticks-Hickory

7 ¾” in length. Made from Sugar 
Maple for warm wood tone and lighter 
weight. Scrape along ridged stick or tap 
together.

VRSM   UPC 641652513014  List $15.99
Rhythm Sticks-Maple

Comfortable size for kids’ hands. 7 ¾” in 
length. Made in the USA from American 
Hickory for durability. Great for kids to 
scrape along ridged stick or tap together to 
play along and have fun making music. 

VHKRS   UPC 641652508010  List $9.99
Kids Rhythm Sticks

Traditional style Clave made from Sugar Maple 
for a warm wood tone and lighter weight.

VCM   UPC 641652511010  List $15.99
Clave-Maple

Made from Hickory for durability. 8” in 
length.

VHGS   UPC 641652507013  List $7.99
Guiro Stick

Traditional style Clave made from 
American Hickory for durability.

VCH   UPC 641652510013  List $15.99
Clave-Hickory

The slightly shorter length and medium taper offer a 
well-balanced feel , fast response and rebound. The 
rounded tip or “dome” tip offers a full and robust 
sound on both snare and tenor drums.

L 15 5/8" • 39.69cm
D .710" • 1.80cm 
MV9   UPC 641652959010  List $16.49

MV9 Hybrid

Sturdy shoulder and neck with a 
rounded barrel tip for volume.

Very responsive, comfortable and 
balanced stick with acorn tip. Versatile 
stick.

Very well balanced stick. Heavier toward 
the tip for fast attack and response on 
drums.

L 16" • 40.64cm
D .590" • 1.50cm 

L 16" • 40.64cm
D .605" • 1.54cm 

L 16" • 40.64cm
D .570" • 1.45cm

Wood VHG3AW UPC 641652505019 List $20.29
Nylon VHG3AN UPC 641652506016 List $20.79

Wood VHG5BW   UPC 641652503015 List $20.29
Nylon VHG5BN   UPC 641652504012 List $20.79

Wood VHG5AW UPC 641652501011 List $20.29
Nylon VHG5AN UPC 641652502018 List $20.79

Grip 3AGrip 5BGrip 5A

Same dimensions as our standard 5A but with 
a keg/barrel shaped tip for a defined cymbal 
articulation.

L 16" • 40.64cm
D .570" • 1.45cm 
VHK5AW   UPC 641652514011  List $15.99

Keg 5A

Same dimensions as our standard 5B but with 
a keg / barrel shaped tip for a defined cymbal 
articulation.

L 16" • 40.64cm
D .605" • 1.54cm 
VHK5BW   UPC 641652515018  List $15.99

Keg 5B

The Vater Grip models provide a 
comfortable and secure grip to 
prevent stick slippage without 
increasing the diameter of the 
stick. Available in 3 top-selling 
Vater models.
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